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PORTUGUESE GOLDEN VISA

Portuguese
Golden Visa

THROUGH MACAU GATE
As it is already known worldwide, Portugal´s golden visa

#Portuguese GV

program is one of the most popular residence by
investment programs in Europe and in the World.

#Portuguese Golden
Visa

The program will complete one decade this year of 2022,
with an average of 2,000 applications successful each

#Golden Visa

year.

#China
The Golden Visa Program is a scheme that allows non-EU
citizens to apply for a residence permit in Portugal by

#Macau

pursuing investment activities.

In brief, recipients of residence permit under the Golden

#Hong Kong

Visa Program are entitled to:
I.

live and work in Portugal;

II.

travel within the Schengen Area (which comprises 26

European countries) without requiring any visa;

#Residency

#Residence

III. include immediate family members within their
application;
IV. apply for permanent residence after 5 years; and
V. apply for Portuguese citizenship after 6 years, by
naturalization, provided that all of the other requirements
set out in the Portuguese Nationality Act are met.

#citizenship

Golden Visa Program offers different investment options,
being the following 4 options the ones that are more

(…) itPortuguese
is expresslyGV

common:

prohibited for any
#Portuguese
person
or entityGolden
to

A. Real Estate Acquisition

engage in Visa
leasing

Acquire real estate worth €500,000 (equivalent to HKD4,4

business without prior

million) or more in Portugal (investing in low-density areas

#GoldentoVisa
authorization
do so

of the country and/or on old properties can lower the

from AMCM.(…)

amount of investment).

#China

B. Fund Subscription

#Macau

A minimum of €500,000 subscription in a qualifying
Portuguese fund.

“Which are the main
reasons to proceed

C. Capital Transfer
Capital transfer of a minimum of €1,5 million to Portugal.

with your Golden Visa
application through
Macau and our firm?”

D. Company
Creation of a minimum of 10 new full-time jobs in a
Portuguese business that is owned by the main applicant.

Which are the main reasons to proceed with your Golden

#Hong Kong

#Residency

Visa application through Macau and our firm?

The official languages of Macau are Portuguese and

#Residence

Chinese (and our firm has qualified lawyers’ native
speakers of both languages) which helps to connect and
to better assist Golden Visa applicants in Asia, notably the
ones from Chinese speaking countries or regions (such as
Mainland China, Macau, Hong Kong and Taiwan).

#citizenship

Moreover, our firm is in the same time zone of the Golden
Visa applicants from Chinese speaking countries which

Portuguese GV
(…) it is expressly

clients.

prohibited for any
#Portuguese Golden
person or entity to
Visa
engage in leasing

In addition, our lawyers can guide you during the process

business without prior
#Golden Visa
authorization to do so

allows us for a much closer handling of their Golden visa
application as well as a direct contact with our Asian

of collecting and organizing the documents before the
same are submitted in Portugal, as well as they can assist
you

with

any

requirements

for

the

translation

from AMCM.(…)
#China

of

documents.

#Macau

Furthermore, our in-house Notaries can certify documents

“(…) Golden Visa

which might be required for the application, with the

applicants from

advantage that it will not be necessary the authentication

Chinese speaking

with apostille (considering that there is in place an

countries have the

agreement between Portugal and Macau regarding the

advantage of having a

legalization of documents).

much smother
procedure to apply for

In specific for Hong Kong Golden Visa applicants, we can

their Golden Visa

assist directly with the Portuguese Consulate for Macau

through Macau and our

and Hong Kong, based in Macau, for the legalization of

firm.”

the relevant Criminal Record of Hong Kong.

#Hong Kong
In light of the above, Golden Visa applicants from Chinese
speaking countries have the advantage of having a much
smother procedure to apply for their Golden Visa through

#Residency

Macau and our firm.

#Residence

#citizenship

For this purpose, we have been partnering with a
Portuguese well known and reputed law firm for many

#Portuguese GV

years with hundreds of successful applications, and we
shall be pleased to assist you with your Golden Visa

#Portuguese Golden
Visa

application.

We shall provide you with further information upon request

#Golden Visa

and/or a call in order to explain in detail this matter, the
formalities and the documentation required, and to

#China

understand the type of investment that suits better your
profile.

#Macau

#Hong Kong

#Residency

#Residence

#citizenship

Contacts
Dr. Carlos D'Assumpção, n.ºs 411417, Edifício Dynasty Plaza, 15.º
andar D-H, Macau, China
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